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Thank you for the opportunity of making a submission.

In my capacity as an individual local resident of the Town of Cambridge, Chair of the
West Leederville Residents Association and convenor of a combined group of similar
residents groups within the town of Cambridge, my comments under are among those that
have already been submitted to the Review of the Local Government Act currently being
undertaken by the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries.

My comments are as follows:

1. Council Elections

    Council elections should be changed to compulsory preferential voting by all residents
within each council with all council members coming up for election every 4 years.

    The current system of voluntary/non compulsory voting makes it too easy for interest
groups to rally appropriate support and with relatively few votes getting elected and taking
control of all decision making within         the Council, in pursuit of their own agenda. This
has been the case in the Town of Cambridge where in a 2 ward council most voting on
issues of contention in recent times come down to a 5-4 block vote with the            
mayor's casting vote going with the block (all 5 of course residing within the "block"area). 

    Elected members should represent all members of their community equally and with
equity and not only the ones supporting their own vested interests.

    Compulsory preferential voting might not guarantee that this would not happen but
would make it more difficult to achieve by those who might pursue such courses of action.

2. Confidentiality vs Accountability and Transparency

    This needs to be very carefully regulated and managed in order that all council decisions
are open to scrutiny by the State regulators , and the council's community.

    Campaign donations, success fees and any such financial inducements from those who
would seek to influence councillors who vote on matters where the outcome can see
substantial rewards to those making the         donations need to be strictly controlled.
Examples such as those reported as happening within the City of Perth are disgusting and
criminal and need to be prevented. 

    Community engagement should be real and not just token. Some councils appear to do
this well, where opportunities for the active involvement and input of community members
is offered in the development of         solutions on issues of critical importance to relevant
communities. Others tend to decide things first in forums open to councillors only and only
then advertise  the outcomes to the community for input, generally         leaving little
chance of influencing the solution put.

Many thanks,
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Henry Stawarz




